LumberPro MN26 Band Sawmill
Blades
•
•
•

Hårkansson Standard Suitable for both soft and Hardwood
Ripper 37™ Longer life blade suitable for Hardwood
Hårkansson HSS Very long life blade 3 – 4 times the normal blade.
Suitable for all types of wood including very hard woods

Trailer package with support legs
Tow your LumberLite ML26 on highways behind a pickup* and through the
woodlot right to your milling site behind an ATV or pickup. When you get
there, quickly and solidly level the log deck with the adjustable support
outriggers. Package includes a sub
sub-frame
frame that rigidly and solidly supports
both the log deck and trailer system components. It also includes a solid 1400
pound
pound-rated
rated single axle, 12” wheels, highway running-lights
running
and wiring
harness, safety chains, 2” (50mm) coupler and 8support legs. Note: Maximum
of one 4
4-foot bed extension recommended on trailer-equipped
trailer
model. (Item
No. ML26
ML26-41150) Add an additional sub-frame
frame section and pair of support
legs. (Item No. ML26
ML26-41150-B)
B) to support additional 4-foot
4
bed extension

4-Foot
Foot Bed Extension
Increase your cutting length – add one or more optional 4-ft
4 (1.2m) bed
extension. Additional log rest/dog clamping assemblies sold separately. (Item
No. ML24
ML24-41130)

Lap Siding and Shingle Making Package
Make shiplap and cedar
cedar-shake
shake siding quickly and easily. With this unique jig,
cut lap
lap-siding 7” – 12” (17.5 – 30cm) wide, with taper widths down to a
feather
feather-edge. Reconfigure the jigs and make cedar--shake shingles 7” – 12”
(17.5 – 30cm) wide and up to 20” (50cm) long – Each pass makes two
shingles. Two jigs per set. (Item No. 41270
41270)

Saw Carriage Cover
Protect your investment. Made from the same rugged material used for
transport
transport-truck covers – they’re rip, rot and UV-resistant.
resistant. Tailored specifically
for the LumberLite M
Mn26
26 to fit snuggly over the whole carriage and equipped
with d
draw-cords. (Item No. ML24-41290)

For more details please call Davies Implements Ltd on 01267 237726
or email sales@daviesimplements.co.uk website www.daviesimplements.co.uk

LumberPro MN26 Band Sawmill
Log Loading/Rolling and Ramp Package
Load and roll logs onto your ML26 easier and more securely. Pass the winch
cable over and around the log, connect it to the log deck frame and operate
the winch – the log rolls up the ramps onto the bed. It also makes rolling
(rotating) the log on the bed a snap, and holds the log firmly for dogging.
Enables one person to operate the sawmill alone easily. Package includes two
loading ramps, a 2-speed 1800 lb. winch, mast/boom and receiver and logrolling hook. (Item No. ML26-41400)

Toe Boards
Trees are wider at the butt making it hard to mill true lumber parallel to the
heart of the log. Shimming is time-consuming hard work. Compensate for
taper to mill true, high-value lumber fast and easy. Choose the perfect height
for each log thanks to the manual hydraulic bottle jack. Steel rollers make
repositioning the log lengthwise along the bed easy. Two toe board units per
set. Note: Image of toe boards mounted on LM Pro shown. (Item No. ML2641285)

Auto-Lube Kit
Automate the blade lubrication system on your LM29. Water automatically
flows when you activate the throttle, and stops when you release. Saves two
operator functions for each board you cut. (Item No. MILL-WLKIT)

Board Offloaders
Offload lumber fast and easy with a set of board offloaders. Push the freshsawn board or slab onto the bunk-mounted rollers and shoot it down to the
end of the bed for fast, efficient unloading and stacking. Quickly retractable
sothere’s zero interference when milling oversized logs and cants. Four roller
assemblies per set. (Item No. 41287)

Cam Dog
Ideal for instant clamping of squared cants and boards with a quick push of
the handle. Use the standard log dog to clamp your log in the round and the
cam dog to clamp squared beams and lumber. The pick’s blunt-nose design
reduces marring of your valuable lumber. Clamp as low as ¾” above bunk

For more details please call Davies Implements Ltd on 01267 237726
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height. (Item No. ML26-CD01)

Dura-Guide™ Ceramic Blade Guides
Originally designed for the Norwood Pro, LumberMate LM29 owners can now
also benefit from the improved performance delivered by Norwood’s patented
ceramic guides. The Dura-Guides deliver full 3-sided support to maximize
stability in the cut. The ceramics are more durable than rollers & bearings,
they run cooler and virtually silent, and are less affected by sawdust build-up
and freezing. And, because they eliminate blade deflection and downpressure, they help extend blade life. Kit includes a pair of precision-machined
patented ceramic blade guide blocks and shafts, a complete set of ceramic
inserts, a template and all hardware. (Item No. MILL-BGCRK)

Lumberlite log dog – log rest package
Three-function log rests are included on the LumberLite ML26 – hold log off
to compensate for knots, or spin to expose angled top for easier log-roller, or
spin to engage 90-degree cant/board rest surface. Required if extending the
bed length.

Rapid-Dogging and Rolling System
If you mill mainly small to mid-sized sawlogs 6” – 16” (15 – 40cm) in
diameter, this patented dogging and rolling system is engineered to save you
time and hassle. You’ll find your sawlog is easy to turn – even by hand!
Dogging is lightning fast thanks to the one-handed, single-action log dog
clamps designed specifically to handle mid-size dimension logs. Two units per
set. Note: Image of rapid-dogging/rolling units mounted on LM Pro shown.
(Item No. 41295)

Cant Hook (Short)
Designed to turn and roll logs while on the mill. At only 30” (75cm) long, this
cant hook is nimble and easy to handle. Grips 8” – 32” (20cm – 80cm)
diameter logs.Item No. MS030

Cant Hook (Long)
Extra solid construction, conical handle socket and extended handle spring,
forged hook with triangular, polished tip, including ash handle. 130 cm long.
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Peavey Hook
Indispensable for rolling logs around the woodlot and onto the mill. Jab the
peavey point into the ground to gain extra torque for log rolling. 42” (105cm)
handle gives good leverage without being cumbersome. Grips 8” – 32” (20cm
– 80cm) diameter logs.Item No. PV042

Blade sharpener
Quality lumber and saw blade life depend on a sharp blade therefore make it
convenient for yourself and own your own sharpener.
The Logosol Grindlux sharpens your bandsaw blades completely
automatically. A feeder arm feeds the blade forwards and a clamp, which is
fitted to the blade, turns the machine off when the blade has been sharpened
one turn. The machine can be adjusted for tooth rake angle, gullet depth and
take off.
Taking care of the bandsaw blades is important. They will last longer if you
change blade after having cut 10-20 logs, and then recondition the blade you
have used. Start with cleaning and rust protecting the blade with universal oil.
Naturally, the cutting teeth must be kept sharp, but it is just as important to
grind the gullets, where small cracks can occur in the material. When the
cracks are ground off and the teeth are sharp again, the blade should rest at
least one day in order to let the steel recover. After that, the blade is like new
again. If you grind off 0.1 mm (1/128″) every time you sharpen the blade,
you can sharpen it approx. 10 times.

Manual toe board
Quickly compensate for log taper and mill true with this simple and cost
effective tool. The toe board can also be used as a cant hook.
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